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Are SAT and ACT Scores a Good IndiEd: cator of a Student’s Future Success?

High school challenges and anxieties are familiar to all of
us—balancing schoolwork and activities, trying to maintain a
social life and stressing out about the future. For most, the latter entails researching colleges, studying for the SAT and ACT
and even taking classes to prepare. However, we sometimes
have to pause and ask ourselves, “Is this really necessary?”
In a study released by the National Public Radio, it was demonstrated that students who did not
submit test scores when applying to
colleges and those who did had a 0.05
difference in their GPAs, raising the
question about whether or not the
SAT and ACT are accurate measures
of a student’s potential success.
To some, the rigorous preparation required for most to receive
their desired score on the SAT is
indicative of a student’s dedication and motivation to do well. It
tests a student’s retention of the
material they have been taught to
ensure that they understand it and
can apply it in the “real world.”
However, the most important aspect of it is that it offers a standard
to measure all college applicants by. Comparing students using
GPAs and other sources is not always accurate. An A may be
a C in the same class at two different schools. The SAT offers
a comprehensive standard for all students to meet, or even to
rise above. It doesn’t just set a standard for students, but also
enables colleges and universities to make clear, direct comparisons. Standardized testing has proven itself necessary, as
there needs to be one common form of comparison to gauge
how successful that can be, much like the Common Core Standards Initiative is currently being developed to accomplish.
On the other hand, the tests are problematic, as it ascertains
test-taking abilities and endurance rather than true understanding of a subject. Though a student may be particularly knowl-

edgeable about a subject, the stamina required for a fourhour-long test can often frazzle nerves and cause them to
forget material. Furthermore, the SAT is inherently flawed. It
was originally intended to eliminate bias between people of
different socioeconomic backgrounds when applying to colleges, yet taking SAT classes in an attempt to cultivate a better score has become not only increasingly popular, but also
increasingly expensive as well. As
a result, students from a wealthier
background possess an advantage
over others, as they can afford these
expensive classes while others may
not be able to. It has become clear in
recent years that the College Board’s
goal is to make as much money as
possible off of the testing industry.
The SAT’s biggest flaw, however,
appears to be that it cannot measure the true depth of human intelligence. Intelligence is complex
and can be defined in many divergent ways by contrasting people.
We cannot condense the whole of
a person’s knowledge into a fourhour, unanalytical test. Even so, if
a teenage student does well, it does not necessarily imply
they will be successful as an adult. A number of factors contribute to success, such as talent, determination and motivation, which are neglected when colleges ignore a student’s
other abilities in favor of their test scores. Thus, students
can succeed even without superb or even decent SAT scores.
So while the SAT offers a comprehensive look into a student’s test taking abilities, it lacks insight regarding a student’s substance and thus, their future success. We may
not be able to abolish a test that is currently such a large
variable in applications, but we can reform it to better reflect how well students can do in college and beyond.
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Maps: Bigger is Not Better

IN THE
RICE BOX
Confessions of a Hoarder
OLIVIA CHEUNG
Editor in Chief
Before we jump to conclusions, I’d like
to clarify that the likes of me can’t be found
on the popular television show Hoarders.
While the typical hoarder collects countless tangible items that are oftentimes considered trash, I instead have accrued hundreds of electronic drafts of everything I’ve
ever written. Because of my preference for
electronics, there are several USBs of various storage capacities neatly tucked into a
shoebox hidden in the depths of my closet.
I’m an atypical, self-defined hoarder with
a need to monitor my intellectual and personal growth (or lack thereof). Every draft
marks a distinct point of my life when I was
a distinct person. The person I am today is
different from who I was yesterday and will
be different from who I will be tomorrow.
Through these drafts, I’ve fully embraced the concept of change that I
once vehemently rejected. I’ve been
able to trace my evolving beliefs, courageously diverging from the standards
that I once accepted as a naïve child and
growing increasingly confident in the
beliefs I’ve independently formulated.
Nowadays, I no longer make empty
promises to friends and family about never
changing. Instead, I ask them to hopefully
accept the changes that will surely come
and the new person that might come home
tomorrow or next year. I no longer ask for
someone else’s permission to grow into
myself. I only ask for their support instead.
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How well do we know our Earth? Could we accurately
map it out if someone gave us a pen and paper on the spot?
In 2012, Zak Ziebell, a student at the University of Michigan, sought to answer this question. He approached 30
random people and asked them to draw a map of the world.
When Ziebell merged the results into one picture layered over each other, the results were interesting. The U.S.
was fully formed, except for Florida, Alaska and Hawaii,
which were left out. However, the other continents were
horribly misshapen. Cuba? The Dominican Republic?
New Zealand? All left out. Some areas were completely
merged with one another; for example, Mexico and Africa
were completely blended into their neighboring continents.
It is fun to look and laugh at how poorly these people
did, but how many of us can boast that we know the
world from memory? This is not necessarily our fault, but
more the result of being misinformed for our whole lives.
A perfect illustration is extremely difficult to create. A
globe is the closest one can get to viewing the world in its true
proportions. One cannot simply take the surface of a globe
and flatten it onto a student’s textbook. It is like taking a perfect orange peel and flattening it without cracking the skin.
Every country will draw themselves as being larger than
they actually are because it makes their people feel big and
important psychologically. Not that they are unimportant,
but the worth of a country should not be based off how
much many inches they take up in a student’s textbook.
A new rectangular map needs to be drawn with equalarea projection in mind. This is the most accurate map that
is possible without using a sphere. It will set a scale and
depict the size of all land masses accurately to each other
and allow for geography to be taught better in schools.
Any politics or other reason should be set aside to show
the world as it is. It should not center on one country and
show that country as being larger than in reality. It is important that we remember how big the rest of the world
is—or how small we are—and that we all have a place in it.
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Modernizing Internet Filters in Schools is a Must
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In recent years, as digital technologies have advanced rapidly, how to
properly utilize these improvements
in school has been a critical issue.
The Schools and Libraries program
has been implemented since 1996
to provide more affordable Internet
services for schools and libraries in
America. According to the Children’s
Internet Protection Act, one of the requirements to receive funding is that
schools and libraries must use Internet filters to limit students’ access
to material deemed “obscene, child

pornography or harmful to minors.”
However, simply blocking websites has not been as effective as
expected. The rollout of iPads in
South Los Angeles, which resulted in
chaos, serves as an example. According to the Los Angeles Times, students broke through filters and were
able to access whatever they wanted.
In addition, some useful websites
that can provide educational resources are also completely filtered
out. For example, Pinterest has been
known as an inspiration bank and discovery tool of visual arts. Pinterest
users are able to collect project ideas
by viewing other users’ artworks that

are “pinned” on the web page. However, because the sharing method
involves “social interaction”, Pinterest is defined as a media platform
and is blocked on school computers.
As a solution to this issue, a more
nuanced Internet filter should be invented and used to help promote
digital learning. When teachers want
students to expand their horizons and
develop their creativity by viewing a
variety of different artistic products,
they deserve legitimate access to beneficial websites. Internet filters must
be modernized to adapt to this new
form of learning that involves and
even requires modern technology.

